Huawei Twitter and Facebook January 2 – 5

@HuaweiUSA Jan 2

Looking forward to facilitating better cooperation across the UK and showcasing the real-life impacts of the next-gen network! tinyurl.com/u03fgo

@HuaweiUSA Jan 2

See how Super Bokeh Portrait mode on the P30 can take your pictures to the next level. #HuaweiTheRules tinyurl.com/vuhbldbo

@HuaweiUSA Jan 2

#GenderEquality is a massive priority for Huawei. Take a look at Fatou, an engineer at the Senegal Network Technology & Maintenance Dept., who is helping us take our business to the next level. See what Huawei is doing to promote womenintech. tinyurl.com/y6kmwqjv
It's not about how you get there – it's the journey that counts! Thank goodness the #FreeBuds3 include active noise cancellation to suit all noisy environments.

No matter where you are, your team is always in reach with Huawei's Agile Network. Stay ahead of the game.

Are you ready for the future? Join Huawei on the road to digitaltransformation.

It's the little things that make us stand out - like the built-in USB stick that helps you charge your #Band4, cable-free.

This affordable fitness tracker is a fine alternative to the cheapest Fitbits.
HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Jan 3

In 5 years, South Africa has seen huge jumps in broadband connections & smartphone penetration. What's next with #IntelligentConnectivity? Download our #GCI report to find out. tinyurl.com/qyodjs

South Africa Moved Up 10 GCI Points Since 2015

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Jan 3

With #TrackAI, we are one step closer to a world without visual impairment. #AIForGood #WorldBrailleDay

Powering a better tomorrow with Track AI
As part of Huawei's ongoing ambition to use #AIForGood, we've partnered with Dive Medical to provide easily accessible AI tracking technology for early diag...
youtube.com

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Jan 3

Tomorrow is #NationalTriviaDay - Here's a question for you: How much did Huawei invest in R&D in 2018?

- $75 Million
- $1 Billion
- $15 Billion

Vote 62 votes • 1 day left

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Jan 3

Campuses that rely on solar power are helping to cut down 15,000 tons of CO2 emissions. Download our latest #sustainability report to learn how we're using digital for a better planet. #PowerOfSun
Tech review: Huawei Watch GT 2
Excellent battery life but still no third-party app support or wireless charging

228 of the Fortune #Global500 companies choose Huawei as their digital transformation partner. Thanks for the recognition, trust and support!

We collaborated with our partners to deliver the first @BMWGroup Huawei project for #ICT infrastructure. We look forward to opening this new chapter of personal mobility.

Technology is giving us all new ways to give opportunities - see how #AI can help the visually impaired experience with photography.

FINDING NEW SOLUTIONS TO OLD PROBLEMS

#WorldBrailleDay
The Global Economic Impact of AI

Tim Danks, VP Risk Management & Partner Relations, Huawei Technologies USA

Monday, January 6 10:15 - 11:15 AM PT

HCIA

In 7 C? 22

HuaweiUSA • SHuaweiUSA • 19h v

Nature lovers and bird watchers across the country are raising awareness of ways to improve the welfare of this species on #NationalBirdDay, #NationalBirdDay2019

HUAWEI

GCI 2019: Key Takeaways from Global Connectivity Index 2019

Our 2019 Global Connectivity Index has landed! Find out how your nation ranks in the GCI table. Explore the latest ICT trends & find out how global connectivity is shaping a future where everything is beginning to act, react and collaborate seamlessly with human preferences. #GCI2019 shares more key takeaways from the GCI report. #HuaweiBlog
Huawei USA • gHuaweiUSA - 17h
@HuaweiUSA • HuaweiUSA - 17h
@CNET's @batteryhq hit the streets of Paris to put the #MateX to the test - take a look at this winter wonderland.

Huawei Mate X camera: This foldable phone captured stunning photo...
We took Huawei's new foldable phone on a long trek through the heart of Paris to see how well its multiple cameras perform.

cnet.com

Huawei USA

January 2 at 8:00 AM

CNET's Andrew Hoyle spent the day capturing the best of Paris with his "favorite foldable smartphone." What better way to roam the streets in the city of lights. #MateX

CNET.COM

Huawei Mate X: A unique all-day hands-on
I spent a day with Huawei's folding smartphone. Spoiler alert: I liked it a lot.
Huawei USA

January 2 at 4:00 PM

Getting ready for #CES? You can still catch #TimDanks – tune in on Jan. 6 at 10:15 am PT to the livestream of his talk about the global impact #AI will have on the economy. https://tinyurl.com/voxzj5

Huawei USA

January 3 at 11:33 AM

With #TrackAI, we are one step closer to a world without visual impairment. #AIForGood #WorldBrailleDay https://tinyurl.com/v4739wx

Powering a better tomorrow with Track AI
As part of Huawei's ongoing ambition to use #AIForGood, we've partnered...
At Huawei, we recognize the importance of gender equality. Take a look at how we’re working towards this goal. #WomenInTech

https://tinyurl.com/y6kmvyjw

Continuing to think of out of the box ways to give opportunities to everyone is crucial. See how Huawei is working with AI to help the visually impaired experiment with photography. #RewriteTheRules #TECH4ALL

#WorldBrailleDay

https://tinyurl.com/yx3w2vf2

FINDING NEW SOLUTIONS TO OLD PROBLEMS

#WorldBrailleDay